Intraoperative conversion from endoscopic to microscopic approach for the management of sellar pathology: incidence and rationale in a contemporary series.
The endoscopic transsphenoidal approach has become widely used for pituitary and extended skull base operations. Intraoperative conversion to a microscopic approach may be an important option in selected cases. We aim to characterize the operative situations in which such conversion occurred and facilitated the procedure. From April 2008 through August 2009, 148 planned endoscopic transsphenoidal approaches were performed. All cases were retrospectively reviewed to identify those patients converted to a microscopic approach. Clinical and operative characteristics, reasons for conversion, and patient outcomes were reviewed. Of the 148 endoscopic cases, conversion was undertaken in 27 (18%). Ten patients (37%) had undergone previous transsphenoidal surgery. Reasons for conversion in nonreoperation cases were atypical nasal anatomy (6 patients), acromegaly with distorted anatomy (5 patients), desire for binocular vision (3 patients), complex sphenoid sinus anatomy and difficulty visualizing sella/midline (2 patients), and obstructive mucosal bleeding (1 patient). Of the 10 reoperation procedures, conversions occurred in 3 patients with Cushing's disease and 2 with acromegaly. The primary reasons for conversion in reoperations were scarring with loss of anatomic landmarks (4 patients), mucosal bleeding (2 patients), acromegaly with distorted anatomy (2 patients), technical problem with visualization (1 patient), and desire for binocular surgery (1 patient). Although endoscopic transsphenoidal surgery provides superior visualization in most patients, conversion to a microscopic or endoscopic-assisted approach may provide essential visualization in selected patients. This may be especially true in patients undergoing reoperation and patients with acromegaly or Cushing's disease. Trainees learning the endoscopic transsphenoidal approach should become familiar with the benefits and limitations of the various transsphenoidal approaches.